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ABSTRACT

The full three-order and quasi fourth-order perturbation formulae
3 8

for the EPR trigonal symmetric g,-value of the ground state A^ of d

configuration have been derived under the assumption of strong field

approximation. Using this formula, the yka-correlation field model and

d-orbital theory suggested by Zhao, the g-factor for a number of compounds,

namely, RbUiClj, NiClj, (CH^NNiCl, CsNiBr3> NIBr2, (CH^NNiBr and

RbNiBr,. has been calculated without any adjustable parameter. Our

theoretical results agree well with the experimental findings.
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The impurity ions of 3dS electron configuration have been

The ground stateintensively investigated by EPR and optical spectrum,

of these ions is the A2 orbital singlet and spin triplet, in the crystal

field of octahedron symmetry. If the crystal field has an axial component,

in particular the trigonal distortion, the ground state splits into the

singlet |0> and the double |±1>, in the absence of external magnetic

field. This splitting is called zero-field splitting (2FS) which has been

discussed by the-author . Further, in the external magnetic field the

spin doublet state |±1> will split into spin singlet |+1> and |-1>, and .

appear anisotropy of g.-value. In this paper the interaction of the all

excitant levels with ground state is taken into account. We have derived

the full three-order and quasi fourth-order perturbation formulas of g^

by using the wave function of the strong octahedron field.

Recently, Zhao et al. have proposed a ukct-correlation ligand field
2+ - ^——. .

model of Ni -X complexes . This model provides an effective way to

calculate the ligand field and the electrostatic parameters, from the crystal

structure parameters. The g^-value for a number of compounds has been

calculated using the author's theoretical formula of g,-value and the uka

model, d-orbital theory and the crystal structure data of experiment, without

other adjustable parameters.

2. THE g.-VALUE FORMULAS

a
For a d ion, the Hamiltonian can be written as

H = Vc + Hd + Ho-d + V t r i + Hso + Hzeeman

where Vc is the cubic field, Hd and Ho-d the diagonal and the off-

diagonal part of the electrostatic interaction, V , the trigonal part of

the ligand field, Hso the spin-orbital coupling and Hzeeman the Zeeman

interaction. In general^either Vc or Hd is stronger than other parts,

so that Ho-d + V . + Hso + Hzeeman can be taken as perturbation of

Vc + Hd to calculate g,(6-7), approximately. In this procedure, the

results for g are given as follows:
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g(i)' + g (i f + g (i) +g (i)
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Here, i = x, y, z, and 1, 2, 3, are first-, second- and third-order

perturbations, respectively. 41 is quasi-fourth-order perturbation, it

contains the terms of fourth-order perturbation with the electrostatic

contribution only. Because others terras are very small it can be omitted.

Since, here g
x

g is called g,. as follows.

g , in the trigonal symmetry, they are called
y and

V - 5V "

" 5D/

g ~,C

where

D2 == W(*A2) -

D3 ™ W(3A, ) -

D4 — W(3AX) -

D5 =" Wt^Aj) -

— lODq

=- 2 0Dq - 3B

— lODq - 12B

== 20Dq - 9B -2C

« lODq - 8B - 2C

The D , D and D are ligand parameters and Q , is spin-orbital

coupling coefficient. According to the ligand field model with covalency

effect being accounted for

Dq =-f I4(xy)k

D«- — I ( 3 C o s - 1)1, <xy)k

*- -iig(35Cos*© - 30Cos^S) +• 3)

(Tfi) — -et'tdVdjj/drc ]k/( 2micJ

(xy)k

and

Hera ( 9 is bond angle, R the bond length, k the average covalency

reduction factor (3), y the electric dipole of the t-th ligand.

As can be seen from Table 1, theoretical g,-values compare with

experimental findings 6''7',

3. DISCUSSION

First order contribution of g, is isotropy, it has spin only.

Second order contribution of g^ is isotropy also, it contains orbital

and spin-orbital' couplings. But, its magnitude is lower than the first-order

one. Third- and fourth-order of g^ are anisotropy. They contain not

only spin, orbit and spin-orbital coupling contribution, but also crystal

field and electrostatic interaction. We consider the interaction all

excited state with the ground state. So the calculation results of g

are in good agreement with experimental data of g. It is important that

we have not used any adjustable parameters throughout this theoretical

calculation process.
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TABLE 1

DM(1)

©
R(X)
z

y/eR

k

8 6XP>

calc.

exp.

j calc.

NiCl2

52,3°

2,428

-1

0,5200

0.8221

2.22

2.183

2.25

2.249

RbNiCl3

52.9°

2.43

-1

0.5200

0.8211

2.21

2.193

2.23

2.247

(CH3)4NNiCl3

51.8°

2.423

-1

0.5200

0.8211

g(2.262)

2.171

g(2.262)

2.2486

NiBr2

51.9°

2.575

-1

0.7695

0.7903

2.19

2.162

2.24

2,242

RbNiBr3

53°

2.515

-1

0.7695

0.7903

1(2.22)

2.164

g(2.22)

2.211

52.3°

2.56

-1

0.7695

0.7903

g(2.21)

2.165

g(2.21)

2.233

(CH3)4ro)iBr3

53.2°

2.587

-1

0.7695

0.7903

5(2-23)

2.19

g(2.23

2.242
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